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Abstract
A search for pair production of the lightest chargino at fi = 130.4 and 136.3 GeV has been carried out using the
data sample corresponding to the 5.92 pb-’ recorded by the DELPHI detector during the high energy run of LEP in the
last period of 1995. The theoretical reference model has been the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model with R-parity
conservation. The three topologies expected for the decay of a pair of charginos, namely two acoplanar leptons plus missing
energy (Le) , two jets and an isolated lepton plus missing energy ( JJ~) and missing energy in a hadronic environment ( 6) ,
were investigated. No evidence of a signal was found. Lower mass limits were derived for various scenarios, including the
case of a low mass difference between the chargino and the neutralino and of a light sneutrino. The mass limits range
between 56.3 GeV/c* and the kinematic limit.

1. Introduction

’ On leave of absence from IHEP Serpukhov.

Supersymmetry
(SUSY)
[ 1] is a candidate theory
to solve some of the puzzles which are present in the
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Standard Model (SM). In particular, SUSY gives a
solution to the naturalness and hierarchy problems,
which stem from the absence of any symmetry in the
SM that can prevent the scalar sector from coupling
to higher energy scales. Such a property of SUSY is
present only if the mass splitting between ordinary
particles and their supersymmetric partners is at most
of the order of 1 TeV/c*. Several arguments lead even
to the conclusion that the lightest supersymmetric particles may have masses in the 100 GeV/c2 region [2]
and therefore be kinematically
accessible at LEP.
Various SUSY models have been proposed. This
paper presents a search for charginos in the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) [ 31 with R-parity conservation. This model
has minimal additional particle content with respect
to the SM (just one supersymmetric partner per particle plus one further complex Higgs doublet) and forbids single-particle production of supersymmetric particles.
Charginos are the mass eigenstates resulting from
the mixing of the fermionic partners of W bosons
(winos) and of charged Higgs bosons (charged higgsinos). There are two charginos, denoted by jt2,
the lighter one being conventionally referred to by the
lower index. They are expected to be among the lightest charged supersymmetric particles.
In e+e- collisions charginos are pair produced via
Z/y annihilation in the s-channel and through i? interchange in the t-channel. Apart from cases of strong
destructive interference between these two processes,
the chargino pair production cross-section at LEP energies is rather large, between several picobarns and
a few tens of picobarns, depending on the mass and
field composition of the chargino [ 41.
Chargino decays depend on the SUSY spectrum and
therefore on the value of the SUSY parameters [ 4,5].
Assuming R-parity conservation, the most likely decays of the lightest chargino are to the lightest neutralino * and a pair of leptons or a pair of quarks. The
former decay, i.e. 2: 4 2: Crt v, can be mediated by
a virtual W, a charged slepton, a sneutrino or charged

* Neutralinos are the mass eigenstates resulting from the mixing
of photinos, zinos and neutral higgsinos. There are four of them,
denoted, as for the charginos, by $ 2 3 4 in order of increasing
mass. The lightest one is expected to be ihk lightest supersymmetric
particle and as such stable and behaving like a heavy neutrino.
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Higgs bosons; the latter, 2: --+ ,@ 4 4’, by virtual
W, squarks or charged higgses.
This paper concentrates on the case of the lightest
chargino, referred to as I*, decaying to the lightest
neutralino, referred to as x0, via W* exchange. The
results, however, depend little on the exact branching
ratios of the chargino or on the mediating process one
considers, as will be shown.
Depending on whether both, one or none of the
charginos decay leptonically,
an event with two
acoplanar leptons and missing energy (henceforth
referred to as @), an isolated lepton plus hadrons
and missing energy (JJ!) or a hadronic event with
missing energy (45) is expected. Such signatures are
particularly clear; moreover, in the absence of W pair
production, the background can be reduced essentially
to zero. Since, in addition, the parameter space kinematically accessible can be experimentally
explored
with only minor restrictions, the chargino search in
e+e- collisions above the Z peak is clearly a topic of
major importance. Recent speculations [ 61 about the
possibility that the Rb anomaly might be explained
in terms of a light (close to the LEP I experimental
limit) higgsino and/or scalar top quark contributions
to the Zb6 vertex add further interest to this search.
This paper describes a search for charginos carried
out with the data taken by the DELPHI detector during the high energy run of LEP that took place in
November 1995. During this LEP run DELPHI accumulated a total integrated luminosity of 2.91 pbb’ at
fi = 130.4 GeV and of 3.01 pb-’ at 6 = 136.3 GeV.
Similar searches have been reported on by the other
LEP experiments [ 71.

2. Detector description
DELPHI is a general purpose detector with a magnetic field of 1.2 Tesla provided by a large superconducting solenoid. The main tracking device is the
cylindrical Time Projection Chamber (TPC) , which
extends over radial distances from 35 to 111 cm.
Other cylindrical tracking devices used to reconstruct
charged particle tracks at large angles with respect to
the beam axis are the Vertex Detector, the Inner Detector and the Outer Detector. For particles emerging
at smaller angles, the planar forward drift chambers
(FCA and FCB) supplement the TPC for track re-
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construction. The electromagnetic
calorimetry in the
forward region consists of the Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter
(FEMC), an array of lead glass
blocks in the polar angular regions 10’ < 0 < 36.5”
and 143.5” < 0 < 170”, and of the STIC, a sampling
electromagnetic
calorimeter, equipped also with two
layers of scintillator counters, which covers the angular regions 1.66” < 0 < 10.6” and 169.4” < 0 <
178.34’. As a barrel electromagnetic
calorimeter, the
High density Projection Chamber (HPC) covers the
polar angle regions 43.1” < 19< 88.7’ and 91.3” <
0 < 136.9”. The HPC is radially segmented into 9
layers and has a total of 144 modules. The hadron
calorimeter
(HCAL)
is radially segmented into 4
layers and covers 98% of the solid angle. For muon
detection, chambers are placed between the third and
the fourth HCAL layer and outside the fourth layer,
covering nearly all the solid angle.
The photon hermeticity of DELPHI in the regions
not covered by the electromagnetic calorimeters is preserved using the information of dedicated taggers and
of other detectors. The 40” taggers are photon counters, consisting of three scintillator layers behind 2 cm
of lead each, used to detect photons otherwise missed
in the regions at about 40” and 140” between the HPC
and FEMC. Similar taggers have also been installed
in the 90” polar region, which is not covered by the
HPC. The Time of Flight detector (TOF) , consisting
of a single layer of 172 scintillation counters just outside the solenoid and covering the polar angular region
41” < 8 < 139”, helps to increase the hermeticity in
the regions in azimuthal angle between the modules
of the HPC. The few azimuthal regions not covered
by the TOF are equipped with another set of counters similar to the 40” taggers. Using LEPI data it has
been shown that the total photon detection efficiency
of DELPHI is above 99% for photons of more than
5 GeV [ 81. More details about the DELPHI detector
can be found in [ 91.

3. Event selection and results
Before applying the channel-specific
selection criteria, tracks not satisfying loose quality cuts on minimum and maximum momentum
(0.1 < p < 150
GeV/c) , on length (I > 50 cm) and on impact parameter (typically about 50 cm) with respect to the nom-

inal beam interaction point were discarded, as well as
neutral showers below a minimum energy of 100 MeV.
“Good tracks” were then defined as those satisfying
tighter requirements on the impact parameter (should
typically be less than 5 cm in the r-4 plane and less
than 10 cm in z ) and on the error on the momentum
(less than 50%). These cuts varied slightly between
channels.
3.1. Selection criteria for the JJ~ channel
For the search for chargino candidates in the jet-jetlepton topology (JIM), two different sets of selection
criteria were used for the region where the difference
of mass between the chargino and the lightest neutralino, AM, was high and the region where it was
about 10 GeV/c2 or lower. These regions will be referred to respectively as non-degenerate and degenerate case in the following.
In the non-degenerate case, the event was required
to have at least three charged particles and a total
(charged plus neutral) multiplicity of at least 10. Candidate events were then divided into two hemispheres
defined by the thrust axis. The two vectors corresponding to the combined momenta in these hemispheres
were required to have an acollinearity and acoplanarity
of at least 10”. These cuts mainly reject background
events of the type e+e- + q 4 y, where the y is emitted in the beam direction.
The presence of an isolated loosely identified electron or muon [9] of at least 3 GeV/c was then required. The LUND jet reconstruction
algorithm was
forced to reconstruct exactly two jets excluding the
lepton candidate and the identified electron or muon
was required to have an angle of at least 20” with respect to the axis of both jets. Events with an isolated
lepton with a momentum higher than 25 GeVlc were
rejected.
The missing transverse momentum of the event was
required to be larger than 5 GeV/c and the polar angle
of the missing momentum had to be outside the forward and backward regions at 20” with respect to the
beam axis. Furthermore, at most 50% of the visible energy had to be in the same regions. These cuts mainly
reject events coming from two-photon processes.
Events passing the above cuts were finally required
to have a visible mass smaller than 65 GeV/c2 and a
hadronic mass smaller than 45 GeV/c*. This further
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reduces the q 4 y background.
For the degenerate case, some changes were made
to the selection criteria of the JJ! topology in order to
increase the selection efficiency. The lower bound on
the total multiplicity was removed; the cut on the minimum momentum of the isolated lepton was relaxed
down to 1 GeV/c and that on the minimum missing
transverse momentum to 2 GeV/c. In order to compensate for the loss of purity due to these looser criteria, the cuts in visible mass and in the percentage of
energy in the 20” forward and backward cones were
lowered to 20 GeV/c2 and 20%, respectively.

3.2. Selection

criteria for the 4~ channel

Events in the hadronic topology (45) were selected
with the following criteria. As in the preceding topology, charged and total multiplicities of at least 3 and
10, respectively, were required and the number of reconstructed jets was forced to two. An acollinearity
and acoplanarity higher than 30” were imposed in order to reject efe- + q 4 y events, where the y was
emitted in the beam direction.
The absence of an isolated lepton, according to the
above definition, was also demanded. As before, the
missing transverse momentum of the event was required to be larger than 5 GeV/c and the energy in
the forward and backward 20” cone had to be at most
50% of the visible energy. The polar angle of the missing momentum was required in this case to be in the
region 30” < 0, < 150”. These cuts were devised to
reject mainly events from y y processes.
Events with a cluster of neutral electromagnetic energy with more than 10 GeV in any of the electromagnetic calorimeters were also rejected 3. This cut
was intended to reject events with an energetic initial state radiation. Finally, a visible mass smaller than
55 GeV/c2 was demanded.
No looser cuts were used in this case for the degenerate region, since there the background is not so
strongly suppressed as for the JJ! channel, due to the
absence of the isolated lepton signature.

3 Hits in the STIC were attributed

to neutral particles.
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3.3. Selection criteria .for the U channel
Events in the leptonic topology (H) were selected
with the following purely topological cuts, which were
devised to yield good efficiency and purity both in the
non-degenerate and in the degenerate regions, including xixevents with more than just two charged particles (e.g. leptonic events with at least one 3-prong r
decay or low multiplicity semileptonic events which
might have been rejected by the JJC cuts defined in
3.1).
The events had to contain at least two charged particles associated to good tracks, the total multiplicity
being smaller than eight. The two most energetic particles had to be both in the polar angular region 20” <
6 < 160”, isolated from each other by at least 5” in
the polar angle and with an acoplanarity between them
larger than 10”.
The missing momentum had to be in the polar angular region 20” < 0, < 160” and the visible energy
had to be smaller than 50 GeV. Events with isolated
neutral electromagnetic clusters of more than 20 GeV
and events with isolated signals in the hermeticity taggers were rejected to avoid background events from
radiative return to the Z”. Finally, the kinematic quantities in the transverse plane were used to reject the
two-photon background. The missing transverse momentum was demanded to be greater than 2.5 GeVlc
and the squared momentum
pfp:

sin2 6

p^~=p~+P:-4P1,,p2,cos6

perpendicular to the projection of the thrust onto the
transverse plane was demanded to be greater than 0.3
GeV2/c2 in order to suppress yy -+ r+r- events in
which the two most energetic particles were the result
of l-prong decays of the 7’s. The variables p1 and ;DZ
were the components of the momenta of the two most
energetic particles in the transverse plane and S the
difference of their azimuthal angles).
Additional tighter cuts were used in the cases of a
missing transverse momentum close to the cut or of a
charged multiplicity larger than two. In the first case
(2.5 GeV/c < ,rdr< 0.025&/c)
the acoplanarity had
to be larger than 20”, the momentum of the second
most energetic particle to be larger than 0.5 GeV/c
and less than 20% of the visible energy had to be in the
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Fig. 1. Chargino detection efficiency for the three modes: a) ]$, b) 45 and c) @ , obtained summing over the three selection criteria. d)
Overall chargino detection efficiency obtained summing over the three selection criteria and assuming for the chargino decay branching
ratios equal to those of the W. The bands correspond to the statistical error combined with the effect of generating points at different
chargino masses.

30“ forward cone. In the second case the acoplanarity
had to be greater than 20” and smaller than 170”, the
visible
mass
larger
than 4 GeV/c2 and the missing
transverse momentum larger than 0.025$/c.
3.4. ESJiciencies
The efficiencies of the above selection criteria were
estimated using simulated chargino events generated
with the program SUSYGEN [lo] at the two beam
energies and processed through the full DELPHI simulation and reconstruction programs [ 91. In total fifteen mass combinations were chosen in two ranges of
chargino masses (Mx: M 64 GeV/c2 and Mx: x
55 GeV/c2), considering also cases in which the second lightest neutralino or the sneutrino are lighter than

the lightest chargino.
Fig. 1 shows the detection efficiencies for the three
modes, considering for each mode all sets of cuts.
They are the same at the two energies, within the statistical uncertainty. The contribution of the 45 and @ selections to the J# detection efficiency is not negligible: in some JJ~ events the lepton is either not isolated,
due to the isotropic chargino decay, or not identified;
hence the event migrates to the 4~ topology.
In other
cases, especially when AM is small, the JJ~ events
have a small charged multiplicity and a soft not identified lepton; so they migrate to the leptonic topology.
The chargino detection efficiency for the J# mode
is typically 70-80%. It decreases drastically in the degenerate region, essentially due to the cut in missing
transverse momentum. This efficiency is given relative
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to the number of JJ! chargino events with one electron or muon, including those coming from T leptonic
decays.
For the 45 mode, the selection efficiency depends
more strongly both on the chargino mass and on the
chargino-neutralino
mass difference even in the nondegenerate region, showing well separated curves for
different masses. The maximum efficiency is reached
for a AM of 15-20 GeV/c2 and decreases at higher
mass differences, essentially due to the cut on the visible mass, and at lower AM, due to the cut on&.
The average chargino detection efficiency for the
U mode for AM > 15 GeV/c2 is 50% and again decreases with the chargino-neutralino
mass difference.
It has been checked that, when the sneutrino is lighter
than the chargino, a similar dependence of the efficiency for the U mode on AM is obtained, taking in
this case AM as the chargino-sneutrino
mass difference.
Assuming that the chargino has the same branching ratios as the W, the overall detection efficiencies
shown in Fig. Id are obtained.

3.5. Background

estimation

An estimation of the most important background
processes used simulated events with at least an order
of magnitude more statistics than the number expected
for the real accumulated luminosities. For the hadronic
y y processes, five times higher statistics than those expected in the data were obtained after applying a filter
at the generation level to reject events kinematically
well outside the angular cuts used in the analysis. The
programs PYTHIA and TWOGAM [ 111 were used
and the events generated at the two beam energies were
processed through the full chain of simulation and reconstruction programs [ 91. The backgrounds considered were e+e- --+ f f y, where the dominant contribution comes from radiative return events, the yy
processes (VDM, QPM and QCD components [ 21)
and some less important processes in terms of crosssection such as e+e---+ W W*, e+e- + ZZ*,
e’e- L W e v and e+e- + Z e e > where Z is always to be understood as a mixing of Z and y*. The
program EXCALIBUR
[ 121 was used to cross-check
the total background level from four-fermion e+e- +
P-VP
processes.
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The expected background after cuts, combining the
two energy samples, is 0.65 events for the LCtopology,
0.1 events for the JJ~ topology and 0.2 events for the
45

tOpOlOgy.

3.6. Candidates
No events were selected in the data in the JJ~ and
topologies while two events remained after cuts in
the & topology.
One event has two charged particles, one in the barrel region identified as a muon, the other identified as
an electron in the forward electromagnetic
calorimeter. The only additional sign of activity in the event
is a small energy deposit in the STIC. The azimuthal
coordinate of this deposit is however almost coincident with the azimuthal direction of the missing momentum and the hit pattern compatible with that expected for a muon. The extremely low probability of
such a pattern being due to the beam, tested on random events, allowed this event to be rejected without
inducing any appreciable signal inefficiency. Events
of this kind were found in the simulation of the process e+e- --+ y*e+e-+ l+l-e+e, with a rate of
0.07 events expected for the accumulated luminosity.
An alternative hypothesis also in terms of standard
physics is that of a single-tag yy -+ l+l- event, with
a minimum ionizing particle entering the STIC. From
a kinematic evaluation at the generation level about
0.06 such events are expected.
The second event also has two particles, as can be
seen in Fig. 2. One is an electron well identified in
the HPC. The other one is seen by the veto taggers at
40”, produces some activity in the FCB chambers and
leaves a small energy deposit in the hadron calorimeter; hence it is well compatible with being an electron.
The very high (170’) acoplanarity angle and the
high missing transverse momentum
(15.3 GeV/c)
allows the two-photon hypothesis to be excluded,
The most convincing explanation in terms of standard physics is a 4-fermion vVl+l- event, a process
which is expected to contribute 0.2 events to the total
background.
This event, registered at fi= 130.4 GeV, has been
taken into account in the calculation of the exclusion limits for the non-degenerate case, giving conservatively an upper limit on the number of candidates
above background of 4.24 at 95% confidence level for
45
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..
Fig. 2. Representation of the event remaining in the data after cuts.
The TPC, the two crowns of the 40’ taggers, the FCB chambers
and the FEMC calorimeter are shown. The high energy deposit of
the 1 I .7 GeV/c particle in the barrel electromagnetic
calorimeter,
together with the signal of the 7.7 GeV/c particle in the 40”
taggers, its small energy deposit in the hadronic calorimeter and
its effect in the FCB are visible.

mass limits below 65.2 GeV/c2 and of 3.0 for mass
limits above that value. On the contrary it has not been
considered in the limits for the degenerate case, since
the collinearity, the visible energy ( 19.4 GeV) and the
missing transverse momentum are too high for such
a scenario. Hence the corresponding upper limit was
3.0 candidates at the 95% confidence level.

4. Limits
In the MSSM [ 31 the production of charginos depends, at a given energy, only on M2, the low-energy
scale mass parameter of the wino (the fermionic
partner of the standard model SU(2) triplet) on ,u,
the low-energy scale parameter of the Higgs terms
in the supersymmetric
lagrangian, on tan/3, the ratio
between the vacuum expectation vahres of the Higgs
doublets, and on the sneutrino mass. When the sneutrino is heavy or the chargino is higgsino-like (M2 >
/PI), the production cross-section is generally well
above 1 pb. On the contrary, when the sneutrino is
light and the chargino is mostly a wino (1~1 > M2),
the s-channel production via Z/y annihilation
and
the t-channel production via B exchange interfere destructively, so that the production cross-section may
be strongly reduced.
In chargino decays, the mass parameter Mi of the
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bino (the fermionic partner of the standard model
U( 1) singlet) is also relevant, since it determines the
neutralino masses. However, assuming unification of
the gaugino mass parameters at the GUT scale [ 131,
the relation Mt M OSM2 holds. Hence MZ can be
considered the only free gaugino mass parameter and
will be called M in the following. A higgsino-like
chargino couples weakly to squarks and sleptons [ 51,
so that the chargino decay mainly proceeds through
virtual W. On the contrary, a wino-like chargino couples preferentially to squarks and sleptons, when they
become sufficiently light. If for example the fi or the !!
are lighter than a wino-like chargino, the decay modes
X-* t !fi or X* -+ fv become dominant, producing totally different branching ratios to the three considered topologies, compared to the decay through a
virtual W.
In the calculation of the lower limits4
on the
chargino mass, it is assumed that the sneutrino and
squark masses are large ( 1 TeV) and that the decay
-f
X + Row* is dominant. The lower limit5 for the
chargino mass, obtained combining all three topologies, is 66.8 GeVlc’ in the non-degenerate
case and
63.8 GeV/c2 in the most degenerate case which has
been considered (AM = 5 GeV/c*). No limits are set
for AM < 5 GeVlc*. The corresponding upper limits
for the cross-section at &= 136.3 GeV are 1.64 pb
and 3.35 pb, respectively.
Given that all topologies are detected with high efficiency, changes in the branching ratios of the chargino
would not significantly
affect the above limits on
masses and cross-sections [ 81, as long as the sleptons
and squarks are heavier than the chargino or the relevant mass differences are larger than 10 GeV/c2. A
light sneutrino or charged slepton would enhance the
purely leptonic channel, whereas a light stop would
enhance the purely hadronic channel. The worst case
is when the sneutrino or a charged slepton are lighter
than the chargino, which hence always decays leptonically: then the lower limit on the chargino mass is
4 All limits and exclusion regions in this section are given at the
95% confidence level.
5 First only the luminosity at 136.3 GeV was used for each
scenario in the calculation of the limits on the chargino mass;
if the resulting mass limit was accessible at 130.4 GeV, it was
recalculated using the luminosities at both energies and taking
into account the different dependence of the cross-section on the
chargino mass.
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Fig. 3. Scatter plot of the expected cross-section at 136.3 GeV versus the chargino mass in the non-degenerate scenario (AM > 10 GeV/c*).
The MSSM parameters A4 and p have been varied in the ranges 0 < h4 < 800 GeV/c* and -400 GeV/c2 < p < 400 GeV/c2 for three
different values of tan p: 1, 1.5 and 35. A very heavy sneutrino (wz~= 1 TeV/c*) has been assumed in the upper part and a light sneutrino
(41 GeV/c2
< mg < 100 GeV/c’)
in the lower one.

64.9 GeVf c2 and the maximum cross-section 2.8 pb,
provided rnf* - rng > 10 GeV/c2 or rnfs - mp >
10 GeV/c2.
As to the impact of the sneutrino mass on the
chargino production cross-sections
and on the mass
limits, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the scatter plots of
the possible chargino production cross-sections
that
can be obtained in the MSSM as a function of the

chargino mass when the sneutrino mass is in the
range 41 GeV/c2 < m: < 100 GeVlc2 and when
it is 1 TeV/c2. The parameters M and ,z have been
varied between 0 GeV/c2 < M < 800 GeV/c’ and
-400 GeV/c2 < ,u < 400 GeV/c2, and tanp has
been set to three different values, namely 1, 1.5 and
35.
Fig. 3 corresponds
to the non-degenerate
case
and Fig. 4 to the highly degenerate case (AA4 =
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Table I
95% confidence level limits for the chargino mass and the crosssection at 136.3 GeV for the non-degenerate
and a highly degenerate scenario. The cases of a light (41 CieV/c* < rnc <
100 GeV/c*) or a heavy (ma = 1 TeV/c*) sneutrino are considered.
Scenario
(GeV/c*)

41 cm(<)

Light sneutrino

Heavy sneutrino

Efficiency

Mmin

o”ax

(&h)

(pb)

(G:V/c2)

(pb)

56.3
63.8

1.15
3.35

66.8
63.8

1.64
3.35

#l3x

M’n?

(%‘of

< 100 GeV/c’
AM>10
AM=5

NT

Fig. 4. Scatter plot of the expected cross-section
at 136.3 GeV
versus the chargino
mass in the highly degenerate
scenario
(AM = 5 GeV/c’).
The MSSM parameters M and p have been
varied in the same ranges as for Fig. 3. The two bands correspond
to different assumptions on the sneutrino mass, a light sneutrino
(41 GeV/c* < mD< 100 GeV/c*) for the thick grey dots and
a very heavy sneutrino (WQ= 1 TeV/c*) for the thin black ones.
The corresponding
limits on the chargino mass and cross-section
are shown.

5 GeV/c2), In this latter instance the influence of the
sneutrino mass is negligible, since a low charginoneutralino
mass differences requires the chargino
to be mostly higgsino and therefore to couple very
weakly to the sneutrino.
For a heavy sneutrino, non-degenerate
chargino
production can be excluded essentially up to the kinematic limit, namely 66.8 GeV/c2, as can be deduced
from Fig. 3. For the hypothesis of a light sneutrino
(41 GeV/c2 < rn: < 100 GeV/c2) and the smallest
cross-section,
a lower limit of 56.3 GeV/c2 can be
placed on the chargino mass in the non-degenerate
case. On the other hand, for the highly degenerate case the chargino mass limit remains essentially
at 63.8 GeV/c2, with no dependence on the sneutrino mass. The corresponding
upper limits on the
cross-section at 136.3 GeV are 1.15 pb for the nondegenerate case and 3.35 pb for the highly degenerate
one.
These mass and cross-section limits are summarized
in Table 1.
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excluded

at the 95% C.L. in the ( fnx:,
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plane. Three different values of tan p have been used: 1, 1.5
and 35. The regions excluded
when the sneutrino
is light
(41 GeV/c’
< tni. < 100 GeV/c*)
are shown in dark grey;
the additional regions excluded when the sneutrino is very heavy
( mi. = 1 TeV/c*) are shown in light grey. The outermost line
corresponds to the kinematic limit.

In Fig.
neutralino
35.
In Fig.
plane that
(Fig. 6a),
(Fig. 6~).

5 is shown the region in the charginomass plane excluded for tan p = 1, 1.5 and
6 are shown the regions in the (M, ,u)
can be excluded for values of tan p = 1.O
tan/Y? = 1.5 (Fig. 6b) and tanP = 35
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Fig. 6. Regions excluded at the 95% C.L. in the (M, p) plane are shown in dark grey for a) tan p = 1.O, b) tan /3 = 1.5 and c) tan /3 = 35.
The regions in light grey inside the curve had already been excluded at LEPl by chargino or by neutralino searches [ 141. The outermost
line corresponds to the kinematic limit.

5. Summary
A search for the lightest chargino at fi = 130.4
and 136.3 GeV has been carried out with the DELPHI detector. One event remains, after cuts, in the two
acoplanar leptons plus missing energy mode, to be
compared with the total expected background of 0.95
events.
The 95% confidence level lower limits that can be

imposed

on the lightest

chargino

mass are mm:

>

66.8 GeV/c2 for the non-degenerate scenario (AM >
10 GeV/c2) and m2; > 63.8 GeV/c2 for the highly
degenerate scenario AM= 5 GeV/c2, if the sneutrino
mass is rnc = 1 TeV/c2. No mass limits were deduced
for higher degeneracies.
If the sneutrino mass is in the range 41 GeV/c2 <
me < 100 GeV/c2, the corresponding
mass limits are
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mn: > 56.3 GeV/c2
and m2:

for the non-degenerate

> 63.8 GeV/c2

scenario

for the highly degenerate

scenario.
The 95% confidence level upper limits that can be
set on the chargino production cross-section at fi =
136.3 GeV, assuming a non-degenerate
scenario, are
1.64 pb for a heavy sneutrino and 1.15 pb for a light
sneutrino.
For a chargino-neutralino
mass difference
of
5 GeV/c2, the cross-section upper limit is 3.35 pb
independently
of the sneutrino mass.
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